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Abstract 

Deep learning has achieved great success for visual recognition or classification in still images. 

However, it has not yielded significant gains for classification and detection tasks from video. Our work 

proposes a new method to classify multiple activity in a video sequence. We fix the frame as input and 

combine Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to extract 

features and predict the different activities respectively. Pose and action are very similar concepts. A 

sequence of pose will comprise of an action in some certain environment, so with a stack of frames, it is 

very much possible to get rich source for activity detection from a video. We demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method on two datasets HMDB51 and UCF101.   

Keywords: Activity, Convolutional Neural Network, Detection, Recurrent Neural Network

1. Introduction

Recognizing activities from video has become a 

popular topic along with deep learning 

performing a dramatic change in the field of 

computer vision. It is a challenging problem due 

to factors such as large pose and scale variations, 

fast motions, body part occlusion and varying 

number of persons per video. In activity 

classification, the performance of a detection 

system depends on whether it can extract and 

simultaneously classify the activity rightly. 

However, there are two crucial obstacles: 

appearances and dynamics in action video.  We 

propose to address the multiple-activity 

classification problem by means of a deep 

learning model comprised of the convolutional 

neural network and the long short-term memory 

(LSTM): recurrent neural network. Recently, 

ConvNet have witnessed big success in image 

classification, object detection [1], pose 

estimation [2,3,13,14], and other complex 

events. Similarly, LSTM can deal well with 

sequential research, such as image caption [16], 

speech recognition and tracking [11].  Some 

work[4,5,6] also use deep learning to learn 

actions from video and get good results, Inspired 
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by[15]  and using CNN and RNN compound 

model, we are able to track multiple pose and 

select the one that best explain the activity class 

from a video. 

2. Related Work

Research a sequence of pose expresses a human 

action. From video, we can get more information 

than a single image. Multiple-activity 

classification from video falls into two 

categories: (1) single image pose estimation, (2) 

video activity recognition.   

    Single Image Pose Estimation. Several works 

[2,13] have been in done towards designing 

effective deep neural network to detect key 

points location.  In this work, some challenges 

are: foreground occlusions, background clutter, 

large scale, pose changes and multi-instance 

objects. Pictorial structures model [14] usually 

combine of unary and graph. Convolution Pose 

Machine [13] uses a sequential prediction 

framework to get the spatial correlations among 

body parts. State-of-the-art performance is 

achieved by the multi-context attention network 

[2], which use repeated pooling down and up 

sampling process with visual attention 

mechanism to learn the spatial distribution. 

    Video Activity Recognition.  Human motion 

capturing has been long studied in machine 

learning.  [3] tries to focus on articulated pose 

estimation in unconstrained video. Single person 

pose estimation in videos [12] aim to increase 

performance by utilizing temporal smoothing 

constraints. [11] multi-person Pose Track 

provides a method to track pose in the video, but 

it doesn't  make a classification of the different 

activities. 

In this paper, we combine the ConvNet and 

LSTM into one network. We can get sequence of 

video features from the CNN, which is an input 

to a RNN. 

3. Proposed Architecture

3.1 Architecture 

Fig. 1. Activity detection via a model combined 

with CNN and LSTM. 

We design a deep network that deals with a 

sequence of frame from a video which shows as 

Fig. 1. With the fixed number of 16 frames, each 

frame is followed by a ConvNet architecture to 

generate a feature vector. The LSTM layer with 

input gate, forget gate and output gate at one time, 

and the hidden state will remember the action 

performance of a person. The output will predict 

next pose based on the past memory content. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture. A 

sequence prediction of pose estimation from 

LSTM processing will fuse to produce the final 

classification of activity. 

3.2 Processing 

The output of the CNN is represented by 

describing the spatial information of the image, 

which is taken as the input of a LSTM cell at the 

time. The cell gates are as follows: 

where  stands for the element-wise 

multiplication.     and      represents the nonlinear 

activity function : sigmoid function and tanh 

function.     is the hidden state. LSTM followed 

by a softmax (       ), here     is the number of 

activity classes in  the dataset.  

4. Experimental Classification
Results and Analysis 

For the task of activity classification, we use 
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two large action datasets, which are HMDB51 

and UCF101.  HMDB51 is composed of 6,766 

video clips and 51 actions classes, collected from 

various realistic videos, including 3,570 trained 

and 1,530 test videos. The UCF101 consists of 

101 action categories and 13,320 video clips with 

9,537 trained and 3,783 test videos. 

    We train the network with a random 224 × 224 

crop from the sequence frame in the video as 

input. During training, the batch size of 256 is 

used, we train the whole model with RMSprop 

for 20k iterations  and the learning rate as 10-4. 

10 timesteps and 4000 hidden nodes are 

consisted of LSTM layer, following a softmax 

layer to recognize the activity. 

     Our method compared with other methods is 

as shown in Table 1. The performance of our 

method gets an accuracy of 70.6% on the 

UCF101 dataset and 41.0% on the HNDB51 

dataset respectively. We can see that the activity 

detection in video still has a large scope for 

improvement, especially on the HMDB51 

dataset. Even though deep learning is very 

powerful, to use it for the real world, is still a 

long way to go. 

Table 1. Comparison of our method 

performance with other methods on UCF101 and 

HMDB51 

Method       Dataset 

 UCF101      HMDB51 

Model[7]      55.4%   23.6% 

Wang[8]    41.5%   16.9% 

Two-stream [9]  73.0%   40.5% 

HOG[10]      72.4%   40.2% 

 Ours  70.6%  41.0% 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated that 

combining CNN and LSTM together to make an 

activity detection from a video can be efficiently 

utilized. Our deep structured architecture model 

evaluates on the activity dataset which are 

UCF101 and HMDB51. The sequence to 

sequence method can learn better for more 

challenging task in video processing.   
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